Rudolf Carnap Lectures 2014
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
10-12 March 2014

Daniel C. Dennett

Daniel C. Dennett is Austin B. Fletcher Professor of Philosophy and Director of the Center for Cognitive Studies at Tufts University. He will present four lectures.

Lecture 1.
The Competence of Nature

Lecture 2.
Explaining Mind: Cultural Evolution as the bridge from absolute ignorance to intelligent design

Lecture 3.
If brains are computers, what kind of computers are they?

Lecture 4.
How memes equip our brains for comprehension

Public Lecture!
March 10th - 6pm

Call For Papers
We also invite Graduate and PhD students as well as Postdocs to submit papers on topics related to Dennett's work by sending an abstract of 1000 words, making thesis and argument transparent, to nike.zohm@rub.de before January 1st, 2014!
Participation is free, but please register by emailing Nike Zohm.
Further details: www.rub.de/philosophy/carnaplectures

Organization
Prof. Dr. Tobias Schlacht
Prof. Dr. Albert Newen
Institute of Philosophy II
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
44780 Bochum (GA3, 29)